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Overview
• Author Rights
• Creative Commons Licenses
• Open Access
• Repository Options
What rights do you have as an author?
• Copyright
• Ability to add licenses to your work
• Permissions to post copies, depending on author agreement
• Ability to add addendum to author’s agreements
• SPARC Author Addendum
Creative Commons Licenses
What is Open Access?
OA is unrestricted access to [and unrestricted use 
of] a publication or research product
• Gratis OA: online access free of charge
• Libre OA: online access free of charge + 
additional usage rights
Why OA?
Economic 
& 
Ethical Issues
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License
Why OA?
Factors for Individual Researchers/Scholars:
• Everyone can access your work!
• Ability to post pre-prints to get your work out sooner
• Citation Advantage
• "OACA – The Open Access Citation Advantage" overview
Types of Open Access
Gold OA
• Open Access publication (pure or hybrid OA)
• often = $$$$$ up front
• "How Much Do Top Publishers Charge for Open Access?"
Green OA
• Self-archiving after traditional publication process
• often = embargo, not final publisher’s version
Some Version-ing Terminology
Pre-print (LaTeX)
Pre-print (no markup) Post-print
Infographic reused with permission from Yali MEN (NTU Libraries) and Stephanie OW (NIE Library). http://blogs.ntu.edu.sg/lib-scholarlycomm/?p=18724
Open Access Book Publishing!
• PressBooks & MN Libraries Publishing Project (Self-publishing 
platform)
• Lever Press (Oberlin Group OA publishing initiative)
• Open Textbook Library (resources "licensed to be freely used, 
adapted, and distributed")
How to find Open Access Articles
• Google and Google Scholar
• Unpaywall.org
• Open Access Button
• Sci-Hub (not open access, or legal)
Online Social Research Sites: Pros and Cons
• Academia.edu
• ResearchGate
• Mendeley
How Can the Librarians Help Me?
• Help find open access journals (SHERPA/RoMEO; DOAJ.org)
• Check author rights/permissions of previously published works
• Contact publishers to clarify/gain permissions
• Add your work to the Institutional Repository 
(DigitalCommons@CSB/SJU)
Institutional Repositories
• Access & Preservation. The repository ensures that the 
scholarship of community members is permanently and freely 
available.
• Visibility. The repository showcases the work of individuals, 
departments, and CSB/SJU with clear institutional branding; it 
tells our story! 
• Analytics. The repository demonstrates the reach and 
significance of our scholarship to the world.
Sample Collections: Analytics and Journals and Music Recordings and 3D Printing/Art
Action Steps!
• Investigate OA journals as publishing option
• Or, with traditional publishers, negotiate your rights as an author!
• File management: keep copies of your pre-prints and post-prints
• Email CV or list of publications to digitalcommons@csbsju.edu
• Contact us or your librarian with questions
Questions?
Contact Information:
• Diana Symons dsymons@csbsju.edu
• Jonathan D. Carlson jcarlson@csbsju.edu
• digitalcommons@csbsju.edu
• More information available on the CSB/SJU author rights guide
Handouts
Infographics reused with permission from Yali MEN (NTU Libraries) and Stephanie OW (NIE Library). https://blogs.ntu.edu.sg/lib-scholarlycomm/?p=18731
Discussion Questions
• Apart from formally published articles, what materials do you 
have that you’d like to disseminate and/or archive?
• How do you organize/manage your research products (files of 
drafts, pre-print/post-print/publisher’s version, data sets, etc.)? 
• How do you share your research with others? 
Discussion Questions
• Have you ever negotiated your author rights for a 
publication? 
• Have you published an Open Access article? Why or why 
not? Perceived (institutional) barriers?
